Case Base Indexing Using Unique Attribute Combinations Based on Parallel Power Set Tree Algorithm
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Abstract. The high complexity of cases and attributes and the growing amount of knowledge lead to latency in retrieving cases in reasonable time. In this paper we present a power set tree indexing methodology to find the unique attributes combinations. A power set tree can despite its high complexity, generate all possible attributes combinations to find the unique ones, then use these unique combinations as references to the original cases which can reduce the number of comparisons required to retrieve the most similar cases. We will build the parallel power set tree for each case using the adding-feature methodology to overcome the limitations of hardware resources. A lot of unbalanced consumption of resources obstacles have been resolved through our current and last researches. At the end, a better and consolidated parallel algorithm has been built to balance the resources consumptions and harness them to serve the main purposes of finding the unique combinations for each case. The maximum number of attributes we have worked with so far is 37. The experiments are carried out on case bases received from the Egyptian Agricultural Research Center (ARC). The results have shown a significant reduction in number of attributes per case, and some cases have no unique set of attributes. We are discussing the results and reasons of why that happened in details.
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